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Abstract. The purpose of this work is to give a unified compactness lemma for solving quasi- 
linear problems. As a particular application, we solve parabolic equations with measures as 
data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that we want to solve the following nonlinear problem: 
u’ + P[u, Du] = s, 
lP) { u(0) = uo, 
by considering a sequence u, of solutions of the approximate problem: 
u:, + Pn[%,DUn] = sn, 
(pn) { l&(O) = UOn, 
where S, converges to S, UO,, converges to ~0. 
Usually, the main difficulty comes from the nonlinearity with respect to the derivatives in 
space. So one needs a compactness result to overcome such difficulties. Here we propose a 
new compactness result for a class of operators P[u, Du] = Au + F(u, Du). The operator A 
is of the type Au = -div(&(t, c, U, IIu)) and F is a nonlinear map. 
2. THE COMPACTNESS LEMMA 
Let & be a vector valued function from Q x R x WN, Q = (0,T) x R, satisfying the following 
properties: 
(1) & is a Caratheodory function such that there exist constants cy > 0, c > 0, and for 
a.e (t,z) in Q, all u in R and all [ in RN: 
qt,~,u,E)*E 1 4ElP, 1 <Y< 00, 
]G(t, 2, u,<)] 5 c(]uJp-’ + ]E]P-’ + ac(t, z)), with ac in LPI(Q), 
;+$=I. 
(2) For a.e (t,z) in Q, all u in R and all t,c in RN: 
To each smooth function u we associate a bounded function 2~~ satisfying: u = uk, Du = 
Du” if (u( 5 k. 
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LEMMA 0. Let u,, be a sequence of U’(0, T; W$p(s2)) h aving the following properties: 
i> 
ii) 
iii) 
There exists q, 1 < q 5 p such that u, remains in a bounded set of Lq(O, T; WAsq(R)), 
u, converges to u (weakly, pointwise). 
For every k > ko > 0, the associated sequence uk remains in a bounded set of 
Lp(0, T; W;,P(R)) as n goes to infinity. 
For all k > Lo > 0, there exists a real function 0~ such that for all E in [0, ok], &k > 0, 
we have: 
lim sup ci(t, 2, u,,, h ,) . D(u,, - k) dzdt 5 &(E), 
n J Iu,,-ukIQ 
with limrcO 6k(s) = 0, and uk is the associated function to u. 
Then un converges to u strongly in L”(0, T; W:‘“(n)) for alf s in [l, q[. 
3. APPLICATION 
We can apply this lemma for various problems. For illustrating this, consider the following 
problem: 
(P’) 
1 
Find u in L’(O,T; Wit”(n)), for some s > 1, IDuJP-~ in L’(Q) satisfying: 
u’+ Au = ~1 in D’(Q),u = 0 on (0,T) x dR,u(O) = ug. 
Here, p (resp. u,-,) is a bounded Radon measure on Q (resp. Sz), Au = -div(ti(t, z, u, Du)). 
Consider fn in O(Q), IfnIl 5 c and f,, converging to p in D’(Q). It is known that there 
exists at least one function un in LP(0, T; W$P(0)) sou 1 t ion of ui + Au, = f,,, u,, = 0 on 
(0,T) x dZn, ~~(0) = uon E L2(n) (‘~0~ converging to uo in D’(0)). 
We then have the following a priori estimates: 
LEMMA 1. Assume that 1 + (N/(N + 1)) < p < 00, then u, remains in a bounded set of 
Loo(O, T, L’(Q)) n L'(0, T; W:“(R)) for all s in [l, qo = p - (N/(N + l))[. 
Due to this Lemma we may assume that u, converges to some function u, weakly in 
Ls(O, T; W;+(R)) f or all s in [l, qo[, using some compactness results (see [4]), u, converges 
to u a.e in Q. 
We consider a family of function @k satisfying: 
- @k is a twicely differentiable function on Fp, with a’,,@! bounded. 
- @k(b) = u if 1~1 5 k, @i(u) = 0 if IQ/ 1 k + (l/k). 
Now, we define the associated functions to u, and u, by setting: ui = as(&), uk = @k(u). 
LEMMA 2. u: remains in a bounded set of lY(0, T; W$p(fi)) as n goes to infinity. 
The proof of the following Lemma is rather technical. 
LEMMA 3. For each k > 0, there exists a function ck(&) > 0 such that for all E > 0, we have: 
lim sup 
n J IUn-UbI<C ii@, ;cu,,, Dun) . D(u, - k) dz dt 5 ck(E) ,_co 0. 
Thanks to Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 we can apply the compactness Lemma 0, to derive that 
Au, converges to Au in O’(Q). So we easily obtain the: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 1 + (N/(N + 1)) < p < 00. Then problem (P’) admits at least 
one solution u. 
Results similar to Theorem 1 have been derived in [1,3] but under stronger assumptions 
on A. Details of the results stated here can be found in [2]. 
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